
COLDROOM INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS



Dragon Cold Rooms are coldroom design and build specialists, working throughout the UK. Each cold 
room we design or install offers practical and professional solutions for preservation and storage, which 
are made to measure providing infinite cold storage flexibility. 

Working with you from design through to completion, and using quality products to construct our cold 
rooms, you can rest assured of a first class installation. We deliver cold storage solutions adaptable for 
any industry. 

We Supply Cold Rooms For Every Industry... 
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To ensure the highest standards of design and installation, our teams will work closely with you to make 
sure you receive quality and service without compromise. As part of our turn-key solutions we deliver the 
following:

FULL TURN-KEY 
SOLUTION
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SUPPORT
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DESIGN & BUILD 

TEAM
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We supply and install modular coldrooms, in kit form, to create 
the cold room you need in the space available. Each cold room 
we install offers practical and professional solutions, with a 
broad range of sizes for both chiller and freezer                            
applications, perfect for industries including hospitality, catering 
suppliers, restaurants, retail, dairy and pharmaceutical.

If your refrigeration space is limited, but a tradtional   
refrigeration cabinet is no longer large enough or fit for 
purpose, then a modular cold room may be the answer for 
you. 

Modular Cold Rooms 

Bespoke Built
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Specification options:

Heights: Can range from 1800mm to 2400mm
Thickness: Can range from 75mm to 125mm (we can advise the correct option).
Sizes: From 1000mm to 4500mm
Panel types: Polyurethane (PU) and Polyisocyanurate (PIR). 
Protection: Full vapour sealing as per specification.

Dragon Cold Rooms can build cold rooms with infinite flexibility, to custom specification, to fit the 
size space you have perfectly. Ideal for large industrial/commercial cold room specifications, our 
design experts will provide a fully project managed solution. 

Choose Your Cold Storage Solution...
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We supply and install a range of coldroom applications suitable to create a 
bespoke solution. Your dedicated Project Manager will work alongside your 
chosen refrigeration system provider to give complete project synergy.

If you have a question about your cold room project, contact our expert 
team on 02922 405461

Specification options:

Heights: Bespoke to project requirement
Thickness: Bespoke to project requirement.
Sizes: Bespoke to project requirement
Panel types: Polyurethane (PU), Polyisocyanurate (PIR) and Mineral Fibre.
Protection: Full vapour sealing and fire rating as per specification.
Flooring: Various options. 
Ceiling Support: Panels suitable for ceiling suspension. 
Colour: Various options.
Position: Indoor and outdoor options. 



Visit our website for 
more information

Dragon Cold Rooms
 23 Greenway, Bedwas House Industrial Estate, Bedwas, Caerphilly, CF83 8DW 

www.dragoncoldrooms.co.uk  E: enquiries@dragoncoldrooms.co.uk 
T: 02922 405461

Follow Us on Twitter: @DragonColdRooms


